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PowerPoint Templates
Based in Perth, Western Australia, MOUSe Consulting puts emphasis not
only on the Appearance and Branding of your PowerPoint templates, we
also place emphasis on Correct Template Design and Automated
Functionality.

Global Support
No matter where you are in the world, let us give you the Microsoft PowerPoint Templates you have
always dreamed about! We also offer Custom PowerPoint Training to assist in the deployment of
your template(s).

PowerPoint Designs
PowerPoint is a relatively straight forward
program to use and most people when asked
would rate themselves as advanced users. As
it turns out, people saying they’re advanced
typically means, “I know how to change fonts
and colours in PowerPoint”.

Format Control
Knowing how to “use” PowerPoints’ basic
formatting tools is one thing, but having a
presentation based off a solid template that
rocks (the right way) is something else
altogether, this is where we come in.

PowerPoint Formatting
An inconsistently produced PowerPoint
Presentation can mean the difference
between millions earned or lost for you or
your clients. A lot of people have generic
PowerPoint knowledge, but it’s incredibly
rare for us to meet someone who can
rock a PowerPoint presentation (let
alone rock a presentation without
hours and hours of wasted time).
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Slide Masters
A respectable PowerPoint Template should (at
the very least) have dynamic artwork, coupled
with well constructed Slide Masters and
Layouts, which allow for easy application of
custom branded and custom designed (but
standardised) PowerPoint Slide placeholders
and imagery.

Branded Themes
PowerPoint, like most Microsoft Office
programs has the ability to utlise Themes,
which are the recommended way in
PowerPoint to ensure your PowerPoint
presentations use your brand colours and
fonts, this includes Charts, Shapes, Slide
Colours and Fonts.

Theme Colours and Fonts
Coupled with dynamic artwork, Theme Colours and Fonts will further help automate
the corporate branding aspect of your PowerPoint
Presentations.
Each and every MOUSe Consulting Template Project will
come with it’s own Branded Theme file, facilitating correct use of your Brand Colours,
first time every-time. No more guessing RGB codes.

Template Artwork
We are flexible in our designs. Whether you
are a new start-up or are simply looking to
modernise or update your branding, we have
got the artwork for you.

Existing or New Artwork
Even if you have already got existing artwork, we can help. If you don’t already
have any Graphic Designs or Artwork, that’s not a problem, because we can create
the Art Designs for your corporate image if you need us to.
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Automating PowerPoint
PowerPoint is capable of more automation than you may think! Not only can you add
automation though Theme Colours, Slide Masters and Slide Layouts, PowerPoint can also take
advantage of Custom XML Ribbons and VBA (Macros).

Custom XML Ribbons
XML stands for eXtensible Markup Langauge and is
the defacto format for almost all Microsoft Office
files since 2007.
Custom Ribbons are excellent for grouping your
most common and frequently used commands all
in one place. Combining a Custom Ribbon with VBA
(Macros), we ca add another dimension to your
PowerPoint Automation.

VBA (Macros)
VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) is most
commonly associated with programs like Microsoft
Excal, Microsoft Access and even Microsoft Word
and is used to automate tasks, or perform custom
actions. We can can develop PowerPoint Templates
that contain VBA to automate common or bespoke
tasks.

Template Pricing
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